
Travel Information 

Location and date  
22nd International VDI ELIV 16-17 October 2024 
World Conference Center Bonn 
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 2 
53113 Bonn, Germany 
www.worldccbonn.com/en.html 

Arrival by plane  
Take the airport bus SB 60 towards Bonn and get off at Bonn main station. Then take the underground U66 
towards Bad Honnef and get off at stop „Heussallee/Museumsmeile” (see also arrival by public transport). 

Arrival by car 
Coming from Cologne Rhine's left bank: Follow the highway towards A565 direction Koblenz, exit Bonn 
Poppelsdorf, straight on over the Reuterbrücke, then slightly left in the direction of "Bundesviertel". 

Coming from Cologne Rhine's right bank: Follow highway A59 until intersection Bonn Süd, then take highway 
A562 towards Rheinaue, exit Rheinaue, then right, at the traffic light straight, after the curve turn right in the 
direction of Bonn Zentrum. At the second traffic light turn right into Welckerstraße. 

From the south via B9 towards Bonn Zentrum, take the second exit in the large roundabout, then at the second 
traffic light turn right into Welckerstraße. 

Arrival by public transport 
Via train from the ICE main station Siegburg/Bonn: take tram number 66, stop: Museumsmeile/Heussallee. Leave 
the station towards “Bundesviertel” and, after ca. 500m along the Heussallee, you will reach the World CC to 
your left.  

Via train from the main station Bonn: take tram 13, 63, or 66 towards Bad Godesberg 5 stops until 
Museumsmeile/Heussallee. Enter in the navigation system: 40474 Düsseldorf, Am Staad. 



Addresses for the navigation system 
Main entrance: Platz der Vereinten Nationen 2, 53113 Bonn 
Car park Karl-Carstens-Straße: access via Welckerstraße 
Coordinates navigation system: 50.719336, 7.121679 

Parking 

The multi-storey car park in the Karl-Carstens-Straße is available for exhibitors and participants. It is opened 24h 
and has an entrance height of 2.10 m. On the street level, there are 10 disabled parking spaces. 
Parking fee: EUR 1.50 per started hour 
Day ticket: EUR 15.00 
Arrival: Car Park Karl-Carstens-Straße: Access via Welckerstraße 
coordinates navigation system: 50.719336, 7.121679 

Charging stations: On level +1 there are four charging stations for electric vehicles (Mennekes Amtron Premium 
22 kW wall box with connected type 2 charging cable, length 7.5 metres). The charging stations are operated by 
Stadtwerke Bonn. 


